
Sounding Better!
HYSCAN 2018 Custom Color Palettes

By Daniel Tobin
In the 2018 version of HYSCAN (TARGETING AND MOSAICKING), you will be able to add 
and edit custom color palettes and apply them to your side scan mosaics. This new feature 
will allow you to tweak existing color palettes, as well as add new ones to best represent your 
imagery. Custom palettes are saved separately from your project, so you can use them 
across all of your side scan projects.

NOTE: You can edit the colors either in a default or in an existing custom palette; however, 
you may not overwrite the default palettes (from the original software install). If you 
modify a default palette, you must provide a new palette name to generate a custom 
palette. You may save modified custom palettes either to the same name or enter a 
new name to create another custom palette.

Here is how you use the new feature:
1. After loading some imagery, click the “Side Scan Controls” icon.

2. In the Colors tab, click [Edit Custom 
Palettes]. This will open a new window—the 
Color Palette Editor. In this window, you will 
see a list of all the default palettes as well as 
any custom palettes.
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FIGURE 1. Color Palette Editor

3. Select a palette to edit and click [Load Selected Palette]. At the bottom, under 
“Current palette”, you will see the component colors of the selected palette. 

4. Edit the palette using the indicators under the palette gradient:

TABLE 1.  Editing the TARGETING AND MOSAICKING Palette

Task Method
Add a new color in the gradient Click in the blank area in the color spectrum 

where the new color should be placed, 
choose a color from the Color dialog, and 
click [OK].

FIGURE 2. Adding a New Color

Edit an indicator color Click on the existing indicator, choose a new 
color from the Color dialog, and click [OK].
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5. When you have finished editing your palette, enter a name in the lower-left corner and 
click [Save Palette]. This will create a new palette in the “Custom palettes” area.

FIGURE 3. Indicator Color Changed from Green to Yellow

Move the indicators (which affects the 
gradient).

Click and drag the indicator.

FIGURE 4. Moving an Indicator

Delete an indicator Shift + Click on the indicator.

Task Method
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FIGURE 5. Saved Custom Palette

6. Click [Close]. You should see your new palette listed in the Side Scan Controls window.
To apply a palette to your imagery, select it in either list and click [OK].

FIGURE 6. Rainbow Sorbet 
Palette Applied to 
Imagery

“Rainbow Sorbet” is not a 
good look for side scan 
imagery.
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